Dear David:
Your letter that arrived yesterday was a pleasure and a delight to read since
we had not heard from ,4^iou in a^long time. Your activities are interesting although
you might not think so when on s&urity duty from U in the afternoon until
midnight.

dowever, besides earning you are learning since you are permitted

to study during your off moments. We think that is wonderful. Besides that
you will be self-sufficient and by that I meanKa drain on your parents
pocketbook.

Since you no doubt will be working during the Thanksgiving

Holiday as you will not be able to leave your job, we will send you a
check so you can go out and have a real big thanksgiving turkey dinner
somewhere according to your choice.

You spoke about chapel and the good spiritual atmosphere. I understand that in
part but Grandma fully understands what you were saying as she had the privilege
to speak at chapel nul id.mi many years ago. I had never been to 'vheaton but
she had that joy to minister to the students at chapel and on campus.

^

We are so happy you have Dr. J-enny as your counsellor or advisor whatever he
is called. You could not have a better man. He is everything you expect from
a man in that position. He is wise and learned; spiritual and human which do-no*oantrndiffti +ihrmfin"l,vcjg.
-

You can go to him at any time and he will listen and

help.
We shall be praying for you all the more now thatyou have launched into your
studies. When you say that you recognize your •

il litrerr- ^^concentrate^and

disciplingf^oWself, that is a big admission and half the battle. That is better
than your parents telling you as you found out your needs by yourself and will
work on them with the help of the Lord. I suppose your stud-es will be rugged,
especially Creek which is necessary but you can make it and we have confidence
in you. May the Lord bless yoUjGrandson.
Maybe Grandma will add a few lines if she is up to it as she has not been
:
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lately, fighting the flu and after effects.
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17 Fifth Avenue
Pelham, New York.
October 5 , 1973.

10603

Mr. David ^itsstevens
Box 722
Wheaton Grad Schl
Wheaton, Illinois 60187
Dear David:
Your letter that arrived on Tuesday was a pleasure and a delight to
read since we had not heard from you in a long time. Your activities
are interesting although you might not think so when on scurity duty
from four in the afternoon until midnight. However, besides earning
you are also learning since you are permitted to study during off
moments. We think that is simply wonderful. esides that, you will
be self-sufficient and by that I mean not a financial drain on your
parents'pocketbook. Since you no doubt will be working during the
Thanksgiving Holiday as you will not be able to leave your job, we
will send you a check so you can go out and have a real big
Thanksgiving turkey dinner somewhere according to your choice and
think of u s .
ri

You spoke about chapel and the good spiritual atmosphere. I understand
that in part but Grandma fully understands what you were saying as she
had the privilege to speak at chapel many years ago. I had never even
been in Wheaton but she had that joy to minister to the students at
chapel and on campus. That vas when she was at Woody Church, speaking
at their missionary convention, representing the C. M. A. She also
spoke at Dr. Tozer's church.
We are so happy you have dr. Tenney as your counsellor or advisor
whatever he is called. You could not have a better man. He is everything you
expect from a man in that position. He is wise and learned; spiritual and
human which are a rare combination and also a perfect gentleman. You can
go to him at any time and he will listen and help.
We shall be praying for you all the more nowithat we have these details
and you have launched into your studies. When you say that you recognize
your lack of concentration and lack of discipling yourself, that is a
big admission and half the battle. That is better than your parents
telling it to you as you found out your needs by yourself and will
work on them yourself with the help of the Lord. I suppose your studies
will be rugged, especially Greek which is necessary but you can make it
and we have confidence in you. May the Lord bless you dear Grandson.
Maybe Grandma will add a few lines and if not she will ljrite later. She
is simply not up to par lately and not well at all fighting the flu and
the bug with all the after effects.
We send you our love and rest assured that we are praying for you.

Lovingly yours,
C-randma ?« Grandpa.
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February 8, 1974
Dear Grandma and Grandpa.
I have finally come out of hibernation for a while to get a breath of
fresh air, while the weather is still nice. School has been super
busy this quarter, somebody commented before it began that it would start
off with a bang and before you even realized it, you would be left in the
dust trying to catch up. This happened in a very real way, which is my
only excuse for not having written you all or anybody else. I know that
my negligence appears to be a sign of lack of appreciation, but this is
not true in any respect. I thank you so much for your Christmas gift
which I put toward buying a sport coat and pants to match. I have been
thoroughly enjoying your gift, and really do appreciate it.
Part of my problem is that I haven't learned to write short letters and
notes, which I realize the thought counts an awful lot even if it isn't
very long. I can't sit down and write a short note without writing a long
letter which ends up taking an amount of time that in some ways I really
can't afford. This is not to say that I don't feel that I can afford to
take the time to sit down and have a chat with you all, I only wish I was
disciplined enough to be able to get done all that I need to get done. I
had lunch with Dr. Tenney this past week in the cafeteria and he said life
is made up of a constant struggle of priorities and making decisions in
trying to come up with some kind of balance. I have found this to be true
in my own life.
The factor that is allowing me to get a breath, or rather catch my breath,
is I am finally dropping a course.. Last quarter I took 12 hours but they
didn't require a whole lot of wovK.'so I (figured that I wou$d.be able to
take 16 hours this quarter, well, as 1 already said I got left in the dust
and just kept hoping that I would be able to break out, I have been saying
that for the last couple of weeks and have had to come to the realization
that I really can't afford to keep it up, or It will get to me physically.
You see, I have 16 this quarter and each course requires an immense amount
of work and research, which in turn has made It Impossible to ke^p up and
do the kind of work that needs to be done for each one, rather I am having
to a hit and miss job. Enough of my complaints, things are going quite
well otherwise, my work with the church is doing well, I am working with
a great bunch of kids, but it is going to take a while to get some of them
going. This work really needs prayer sol would really appreciate your
prayers, I realize that you all have been praying for me and really ap
preciate it. You can pray more specifically that the kids In my AYR group
it. You can pray more specifically that the kids in my AYF.
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wilt really commit themselves to theLord and come to a stronger realization
of what it means to be filled with the H l y Spirit, especially the leaders.
Also pray that I will be sensitive enough to them and their needs and be
able to provide Che proper leadership and have the wisdom to answer their
questions. We already have an increase in attendence which is good to see,
I just hope it keeps up and that we have something to give them. We are
starting to use the SUCCESS WITH YOUTH program, and on Friday nights we
have a training session for potential sponsors which has proved to be very
beneficial for them and myself, right now I am a director - sponsor. The
experience is really great. I haven't been working out at the National
Accelerator Lab like I was last quarter, as a matter of fact I have only
worked one a;* day since the beginning of the quarter.
0

My stay at ho me was only to short, it hardly seems like I was even there,
as the folks probably already told you. But, it was really great to be
home and see how everybody was doing. It sounds like things are going well
with the International and American students in the church, which is ex4it«
lng to hear. I hope to get home during the break at the end of this
quarter for a couple of days.
At the beginning of the quarter Dr. Johnson and Langfor (sp?) were through
here to talk to interewsted people about home and missionary eservice.
I had lunch with the two of them and talked to them about some ideas I had
that I would liketo incorporate into a project while I am here at wheaton,
concerning witnessing to the International Students here in this country,.
It is a lot more involved and complicated than just that but they were in
favor of seeing me doing something like that and were very receptive to my
thinking. It would have something to do with Mom and Dad's work but for
a body of believers in a church where they may not be so culturally minded
and sensitive-being a witness and helping to meet their needs through
friendship evangelism. There Is a problem however, which is basically that
people aren't generally in tune with another culture and don't know what
to do or how do if they had the opportunity to. This all sounds kind of
ambigulous but right now it Is kind of hard to get it down on paper, which
needs to be done soon. When they were getting ready to go I told them to
ssHrixm take my love to you all when they saw you and then came to the real
ization that you had retired, so to speak, when they said you weren't in
headquarters any more, and that they had a farewell party for you or what
ever. I guess I am behind in the news in what Is happening up there In
Pelham.
Saturday.

I just got the mail this morning and hadn't finished this letter

Thank you so much for the Valentine's day card and the check, I really
do appreciate it!!!!
Again, I'm so soory for the long period of silence
which seems like the thousand years of silence from Wheaton College.
It came at a time of need so I know that will tell you that it is apprec
iated even that much more.

How is the gas situation out your way? I spent about an hour trying to
get gas this afternoon and then had to wait in line. I normally get it
during the week, but it snowed alot this week and the roads were all
slushy so I stayed off as much as possible. I don't like to drive In
the snow unless I have to. The* weather around here is really strange, i
will be over case and then sunnjr and clear skies then rain, then nothing,
then snow then blue skies. Very unpredictable. Well, I need to get this
in the mail before I go to supper, on the way down, so I must sign off
for now. By the way, what kind of a car did you all get? Must say
fc good bye for now. Thank you again so very much.
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